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Abstract—This paper presents both the use of depth
cameras in robotic applications and effects of post-processing
on the captured depth images. The performance of depth
cameras and post-processing image enhancement are evaluated
with the aim to improve the depth-based object detection. First,
the edge-preserving exponential moving average (EMA) filter
and the fuzzy contrast enhancement procedures are briefly
introduced. Then, the use of depth cameras with postprocessing methods is shown in the example of painting robots.
The use of the stereo depth camera is essential in robotic
applications, since it constitutes the initial steps in a series of
robotic operations, where the goal is to both detect and extract
obstacles on walls that are not intended to be painted.
Index Terms—filtering algorithms, fuzzy logic, image
enhancement, robots, stereo vision.

I. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a robotic application based on depth
image processing captured using low-cost RealSense stereo
camera [1 – 5]. This work is a part of an industrial-research
project aiming to construct a robot that would automatically,
based on information obtained from the depth camera [6 10], paint the buildings facades. The task is to develop a
robust and simple algorithm with simple image processing
operations that would both detect and extract the obstacles
on walls using depth images recorded with stereo camera
and notify the controlling system [11 – 16]. This paper
introduces the procedures for enhancement of the depth
images to facilitate the obstacle detection and extraction
from the image background. The first enhancement step is
the edge-preserving filtering with an exponential moving
average filter. This filtering method both lifts and preserves
the edges of the objects in the depth image [17 – 22]. The
next step in the algorithm is the fuzzy contrast enhancement
owing to the depth image background variation in gray
levels. The reason for these operations is to facilitate and
improve the obstacle detection in the depth image. Finally,
the obstacle is detected and extracted using binary
morphological operations.
II. RELATED WORK
This section will give a brief review of related work.
There are many edge enhancing techniques in practice, but
not all of them are suitable for robotics application. For
example, in most cases real time techniques are needed,
therefore algorithms that require a longer processing time
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must be avoided.
Gastal and Oliveira [12] presented an approach for
performing a high-quality edge-preserving filtering of
images and videos in real time. Their solution relies on a
transform that defines an isometry between curves on the 2D
image manifold in 5D and the real line. It is shown that this
transform preserves the geodesic distance between points on
these curves, adaptively warping the input signal so that the
1D edge-preserving filtering can be efficiently performed in
linear time. Garnica et al. [23] introduced a new method to
edge-preserving smoothing of the digital images, where it
was shown that the developed algorithm overcomes some of
the disadvantages of the existing smoothing filters and is
conceived as an extension of the edge-preserving Maximum
Homogeneity Neighbor Filter. The proposed procedure
cleans up the image noise in the homogeneous areas but
preserves all relevant image structures like edges or corners.
Reich et al. [24] introduced a filter that removes a wide
variation of noise but preserves the edges in the image. The
filter performance was evaluated on Berkeley Image Dataset
and Coco Dataset, and it is considered adequate for robotics
applications. Abiko and Ikehara [25] proposed a novel
method for edge preserving smoothing filtering. The
introduced procedure uses a 2D filter to smooth images and
then an indicator function is applied to restrict the range of
filtered pixels for edge-preservation. To define the indicator
function, the distance between each pixel is recalculated
using the edge information. The nearby pixels were used for
image smoothing in the new domain. Choi et al. [26]
developed a new pan-sharpening framework for
improvement of the spatial clarity of very high-resolution
satellite images. The proposed algorithm aims to remove the
spatial dissimilarity between panchromatic and multispectral
images using the guided filtering algorithm and to generate
the optimal local injection gains for pan-sharpening process.
Iqbal et al. [27] introduced an adaptive noise detector and a
new weighted mean filter for removing the random-valued
impulse noise from the images. In contrast to other noise
detectors, the introduced detector computes a new and
adaptive threshold for each pixel. The detection accuracy is
further improved by employing edge identification stage to
ensure that the edge pixels are not incorrectly detected as
noisy pixels. The experimental results showed that the new
method outperforms all the state-of-the-art noise detection
procedures in suppressing random valued impulse noise.
Zhu et al. [28] proposed a benchmark for edge-preserving
image smoothing. This benchmark includes an image
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dataset with ground truth image smoothing results as well as
baseline algorithms that can generate competitive edgepreserving smoothing results for a wide range of image
contents. They trained a deep convolutional neural network
to design a loss function for edge-preserving smoothing
which runs faster than most state-of-the-art smoothing
algorithms with leading smoothing results both qualitatively
and quantitatively. Samrudh and Sandeep [29] developed a
new fuzzy system to enhance the contrast of the lowresolution images overcoming the shortcomings of the
traditional methods. They have highlighted the significant
improvements of the image contrast. Van De Ville et al. [30]
proposed a new fuzzy filter for the noise reduction of
images corrupted with additive noise. The fuzzy filter
consists of two stages; the first stage computes a fuzzy
derivative for eight different directions and the second stage
uses these fuzzy derivatives to perform fuzzy smoothing by
weighting the contributions of neighboring pixel values.
Both stages are based on fuzzy rules which utilize the fuzzy
membership functions. They have made a series of
experiments and the obtained results showed the feasibility
of the proposed approach. Cheng and Xu [31] proposed an
adaptive direct fuzzy contrast enhancement method based on
the fuzzy entropy principle and the fuzzy set theory. They
have conducted experiments on large image database. The
experimental results have demonstrated that the developed
algorithm is very effective in contrast enhancement as well
as in preventing over-enhancement too. Parihar et al. [32]
proposed a contrast enhancement algorithm based on fuzzy
contextual information of the images. They have introduced
a fuzzy similarity index and fuzzy contrast factor to capture
the neighborhood characteristics of a pixel. The detailed
experiments and analysis showed that the proposed
algorithm efficiently enhances the contrast and yields
natural image appearance. Tadic et al. [33] presented a
license plate detection algorithm based on fuzzy image
filtering. It was noted that the new algorithm is very robust
and resistant to noise. Salih et al. [34] proposed a
specifically designed method for contrast enhancement
using specific algorithms for different regions. Parihar [35]
introduced a fuzzy contrast distribution (FCD) algorithm
that computes an FCD of the input image using fuzzy
membership function and fuzzy rules. An adaptive
parameter gamma is defined using the FCD. The proposed
algorithm uses the gamma correction with adaptive gamma
to obtain the contrast enhanced images. He stated that the
developed algorithm yields a good contrast and natural
looking images.
III. THE TECHNOLOGY OF INTEL REALSENSE CAMERAS
Recently, computer vision applications based on 2D
image processing have been largely limited due to a lack of
information on the third dimension, i.e. depth. Unlike 2D
vision, 3D vision makes it possible for computers and other
machines to differentiate accurately and with great precision
various shapes, shape dimensions, distances, and control in
the real, three-dimensional world [1 – 4].
A few years ago, Intel introduced its own family of depth
cameras, Intel RealSense cameras. The RealSense
technology consists of a processor for image processing, a
module for forming depth images, a module for tracking
84
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movements and of depth cameras. These cameras rely on
deep scanning technology, which enables computers to see
objects in the same way as humans.
RealSense cameras have three lenses: a conventional
RGB (Red Green Blue) camera, an infrared (IR) camera and
an infrared laser projector. All three lenses jointly make it
possible to assess the depth by detecting the infrared light
that has reflected from the object/body that lies in front of it.
The resulting visual data, combined with the RealSense
software, create a depth estimate, i.e. provide a depth image.
RealSense cameras use stereovision to calculate depth.
The implementation of stereovision consists of a left-side
and a right-side camera, i.e. sensors, and of an infrared
projector. The infrared projector projects invisible IR rays
that enhance the accuracy of the depth information in scenes
with weak textures. The left-side and right-side cameras
record the scene and send data about the image to the
processor that, based on the received data, calculates the
depth values for each pixel of the image, thus correlating the
points obtained with the left-side camera to the image
obtained with the right-side camera [7 – 9].
The value of the depth pixel describing the depth of an
object is determined in relation to a parallel plane of the
camera doing the recording, and not in relation to the actual
distance of the object from the camera [7].
The performance and affordable cost are the advantages
that make these cameras popular choice in numerous
devices that require high-speed data processing camera [10
– 14].
IV. EDGE PRESERVING AND FUZZY DEPTH IMAGE
ENHANCEMENT
The task associated with the RealSense depth cameras can
be divided into the following steps:
1. Capturing images of part of the building
2. Detecting the obstacles in the wall that must not
be painted
3. Forwarding the information about the
coordinates of the obstacle to the robot
4. Painting part of the building by bypassing the
detected obstacles.
The main requirements of a project client were to develop
an algorithm that would separate the wall from the windows
on the facades using low-cost equipment. Only rectangular,
semi-circular, vaulted and circular windows are considered
by the client. Hence, the previously mentioned various
shaped windows are the real obstacles in the real-time
processing. There are not considered any other type of
shapes and obstacles by the client.
The painting robot is shown in Fig. 1. Since the process of
developing and testing of the mentioned robot is still in its
building phase, the experiments have been conducted with
artificially created obstacles followed by examples with a
walls and windows simulated a real situation. The goal of
testing with undefined shaped obstacles is to present the
capabilities of the depth camera and the obstacle detection
algorithm. Because in robotics a high degree of accuracy
and precision are required, the depth cameras need to be
calibrated in the appropriate manner, so that the obstacle is
clearly visible and can be detected in a complex image.
There are numerous parameters and conditions that affect
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the quality of the depth image such as noise, light, sunlight,
darkness, etc.
Since the depth difference is almost always present
between walls and windows, the use of the depth camera is
an essential step of the image processing algorithm.
Therefore, the low-cost RealSense D415 depth camera has
been chosen for depth measurements. The depth camera and
their settings are easily controlled via Robotic Operating
System (ROS). The users can choose and save specific
settings in the camera software for various recording
conditions such as variable luminosity, shadow, etc. Also,
there are available various built-in settings for the accuracy
settings and for various recording conditions of a depth
measurement. A well measured and recorded depth image
distinguishes the wall from window very well in most
situations [7 – 11].
In the end, the image processing algorithm will be fused
with the camera’s ROS wrapper software [7] and the
complete process will be embedded in robot’s controlling
system using ROS.
Many higher-level applications definitely need the high
depth accuracy and low depth noise and therefore the
measured depth images need additional post-processing to
improve their depth accuracy. The main improvements of
the depth images are the edge preserving and the contrast
enhancement to distinguish the obstacle from the
background based in depth information.

Figure 1. The painting robot in testing process

V. EDGE-PRESERVING EXPONENTIAL MOVING AVERAGE
FILTER
In this section, the edge-preserving EMA filter will be
introduced in brief. This type of filter will smooth the depth
noise while attempting to preserve edges in the depth image.
This filter is built in the RealSense librealsense [7] software
package.
During image processing, a single 3D image, a point
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cloud is used to derive the depth information.
As the depth measurement are noisy, the goal is to
preserve the edges to facilitate extraction of the obstacle
from the background.
The used edge-preserving filter is a type of infinite
impulse response (IIR) filter. For this filter, the depth map
was raster scanned in X-axis and Y-axis and back again,
twice, while calculating the one-dimensional EMA using an
alpha parameter that determines the amount of smoothing
[39], [40]. The alpha is a damping parameter which controls
the filter’s attenuation [7], [39 - 40]. The specific recursive
equation for this filter is:

Y1,
t 1

St  Yt1  (1   )St1, t  1,   St  St1  thresh (1)
Y ,
t  1,   St  St1  thresh
 t1
The



coefficient represents the degree of weighting

decrease, the Yt is the newly recorded instantaneous value
(of the disparity or of the depth), and St is the value of the
EMA at any time of the period t.
When   1 no filtering is performed and the output is
just equal to the input, while   0 means an infinite
history of filtering, i.e. the  determines the depth of
memory of the EMA filter [40]. Also, there is an additional
threshold parameter denoted as  thresh . If the depth value
between neighboring pixels exceeds the depth threshold set
by this delta parameter,  will be temporarily reset to 1,
i.e. filtering step would be omitted and edges would not be
preserved [8]. This means that if an edge is observed, then
the smoothing is temporarily turned off. This will cause
artefacts depending on whether the edge was moved across
from the right-to-left or left-to-right, which is why the
filtering is typically employed in two bi-directional passes in
both x and y directions, which tends to be enough to reduce
the artefacts in the depth image [8]. Further, care should be
taken to use the parameters that do not remove features
over-aggressively because the aggressive filtering could
distort the depth image [8].
The EMA smoothing filter scheme will be discussed in
brief since the edge-preserving operation is the most
important for the successful obstacle extraction from the
captured depth images.
The next formulation of the mentioned algorithm is
introduced by Hunter [40]. The exponentially weighted
moving average (EWMA), or otherwise EMA has been
introduced a long time ago, but with the development of
digital signal processing it has gained prominence in some
applications, i.e. the edge-preserving and noise reduction.
The smoothing scheme begins by setting values S 2 and Y1 ,
where Si is the smoothed observation of EWMA and Y is
the original observation. The subscripts refer to the time
periods, t=1, 2, ..., n. For example, the equation for the third
period is:
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Y1,
t 1

S3  Y2 (1)S2, 0  1,t 3,  St St1 thresh (2)
Y
0  1,t 3,  St St1 thresh
2
and so on. There is no S1 , the smoothed series, the image
filtering starts with the smoothed version of the second
observation. The basic equation of the exponential
smoothing is given by expression (1). The initial EWMA
plays an important role in computing all the subsequent
EWMAs. There are several initialization options for setting
the S 2 : it could be equal to Y1 , equal to the target of the
process, or present average of the several initial
observations. It can be shown that if  is set to a small
value, the selection of initial EWMA has more influence on
the results. Further, let the basic equation be expanded by
substituting for St 1 to obtain St :

St  Yt 1  (1   )Yt 2  1   St 2 

(3)

If substituting for St 2 , then for S t 3 , and so forth, until

S 2 (which is just Y1 ) is reached, it can be shown that the
expanding equation can be written as:

St   i1 (1   )i1Yt i  (1   )t 2 S 2 , t  2
t 2

(4)

The expanded expression for the smoothed value of S5 is:





S5   (1)0Y4  (1)1Y3  (1)2Y2  (1)3 S2 (5)
The expression (5) illustrates the exponential behavior.
The weights,  (1   )t decrease geometrically and their
sum is unity and they have a property of geometric series:

1  (1   )t 
t 1
 i0 (1   )i   
 1  (1   )t

 1  (1   ) 

(6)

From the equation (6) it can be seen that the summation
term shows that the contribution to the smoothed value St
becomes smaller in each following consecutive time instant.
The current EWMA value depends on all the previous,
historical information and there is no need to keep records
of the previous observations or their weights.
The EMA filter is beneficial in real time applications for
two reasons. First, it is easy to adjust the cutoff frequency.
Decreasing the value of  will lower the cutoff frequency
of the filter. Second, the EMA is easy to code and requires
only a small amount of computing power. Therefore, the
RealSense engineering team have chosen this EMA filter to
implement it in the camera’s software package. For facades
with variable luminosity contrast, the EMA filter can be
adjusted during measurement in the RealSense software via
ROS to obtain satisfactory edges in the depth image [7 –
11]. Moreover, all the parameters of the depth camera can
be easily adjusted in the RealSense software via ROS
interactively [7].
The EMA filter is one of numerous options for an edgepreserving filtering. It is also possible to try the edgepreserving with guided filter, high-pass filter, bilateral filter,
anisotropic diffusion, etc.
The improvement after the smoothing, filtering is obvious
from Fig. 2. Fig. 2. (a) shows the cross-section of the desired
86

depth image with ideally presented edges. Fig. 2. (b) shows
the real situation after depth measurement. The depth image
and the edges in the image are highly damaged with noise
due to the measuring conditions. Finally, Fig. 2. (c) shows
the EMA filtered image. It is noticeable that the edges are
preserved with little interference and the strong noise is
eliminated. These interferences can be easily eliminated
with further post-processing.
VI. ENHANCEMENTS OF THE DEPTH IMAGE USING THE
FUZZY LOGIC
The edge-preserving filter made huge quality
improvements in the measured depth image, but still there
are some issues which can cause problems in obstacle
extraction. Namely, the background of the obstacle always
contains noise and various gray ambiguous image
components which makes it difficult to extract the obstacle
from the wall background. This illumination problem is
caused by the RealSense camera sensor and lighting
conditions, and it can be fixed with contrast improvement.
Since the illumination of the background is very stochastic
and unpredictable, the fuzzy logic is chosen for the solution
of this problem.
Fuzzy image processing and enhancement is based on
gray-level mapping from a gray plane into a fuzzy plane
using membership functions [33]. It uses the principle of
contrast stretching where the image gray levels are
transformed in such a way that dark pixels appear darker
and bright pixels appear much brighter in the image.
The pixels with intensities principle of contrast stretching
depends on the selection of the threshold t, so that the gray
levels below the threshold t are reduced and the gray levels
above the threshold t are increased in a nonlinear manner.
This stretching operation induces saturation at both ends of
the gray levels. Generally, this can be expressed with the
following equation [41] pages [47-49]:

(1  a ) x, x  t

contrast ( x)   x,
xt
(1  b) x, x  t


(7)

where t is the threshold, contrast(x) is an intensifier contrast
stretching that transforms the gray level x to an intensified
level, and a and b are the values between 0 and 1 that decide
a stretching percentage of the x level for an certain t
threshold. This solution can be extended to multiple
thresholds where different regions of the image are stretched
in different ways depending on the quality of an image like
in the example later in this section.
Image contrast can be improved by using human
knowledge. The quality evaluation by the human observer is
highly subjective in nature. Different observers judge the
image in different ways. Fuzzy rule–based approach is such
a method that incorporates human intuitions that are
nonlinear in nature. As it is difficult to define a precise or
crisp condition under which enhancement is applied, a fuzzy
set theoretic approach is a method of choice. A set of
conditions are defined on a pixel for image enhancement
and these conditions will form the antecedent part of the IF–
THEN rules. The conditions are related to the pixel gray
level and also to the pixel neighborhood.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2. Example: the conceptual cross-section of the obstacle on the wall
and the effects of the filtering with the EMA filter (a) ideal desired
measurement of the depth; (b) real measurement of the depth with high
noise and artefacts; (c) effects of the edge-preserving EMA

Fuzzy rule–based systems make soft decisions on each
condition, then aggregate the decisions made, and finally
make decisions based on aggregation. It must be emphasized
that, in the literature an existing function had already been
created [37] page [150], to automatically generate the IFTHEN rules and create a fuzzy system for provided input
and output membership functions without any intervening
steps. These functions were used in this research too.

Volume 20, Number 3, 2020
The first step is to define the input membership functions
that represent the gray intensity levels of the depth image
after the edge-preserving filtering [33], [37] page [156],
[38]. The obstacle is the brightest object in the depth image
(the close objects are bright-white, the far objects are darkblack according to the RealSense camera) ) because it is the
closest object to the RealSense camera and all the other
contents of the image are considered as the background in
the image. Due to noise and artefacts, the background is not
ideally dark-black, than it is variegated. These variations of
gray intensities will later cause difficulties in the obstacle
detection and extraction. There are three membership
functions in the input of the fuzzy system, two trapezoidal
and one triangular (Fig. 3. (a)). They were set after intensive
experimentation to cover appropriately all the areas of the
grayscale depth image. The blue trapezoidal function covers
the area from black to bright gray levels, the red triangular
function covers the middle area of gray levels and the
orange trapezoidal function covers the highly bright levels
in the image.
At the output, Bell type membership function has been
selected to describe the output gray levels. As it can be seen,
the first two input intervals are reduced at the output in two
narrow intervals (blue and red functions) to transform the
concerned input gray levels to dark gray levels. The third
input is transformed in the narrow output (orange function)
to emphasize the bright, white intensities of the obstacle as
much as possible (Fig. 3. (b)).
Finally, the obtained fuzzy system is shown in Fig. 3 (c)
[33], [37 - 38].
Thus, the obtained, enhanced depth image will contain a
uniform darker background and a bright obstacle. This result
will make it possible to extract the desired obstacle reliably
from the EMA filtered depth image.
After the fuzzification followed by the binarization, the
morphological functions are applied to extract the desired
obstacles. The morphological connected components
analysis is combined with morphological filtering using
erosion operation [33], [37] pages [486-534], [38].
The problem of the occurrence of variable contrast is
mostly avoided with camera’s measurement parameter tuneup during the depth measurement and recording in the
RealSense software stereo module [7 – 11]. There are many
built-in parameters related to depth measurement such as
depth visualization settings and built-in automatic histogram
equalization. Thus, these settings avoid the need of
automatic t threshold settings, because the recorded depth
image will not have a large contrast variability after the
tuning inside the RealSense software. All these parameters
can be tuned via ROS system by user.
VII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section the experiments and their results will be
explained in detail. The experiments were conducted with
the RealSense D415 depth camera. The measurements were
performed at the distance of 1m from the wall since the aim
was to capture wide surface on the wall that would
potentially need to be painted. The results are recorded as a
point cloud with all necessary parameters: RGB matrix and
the XYZ spatial coordinates matrix.
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clearly discernible in the depth image, but the image is
blurred, and the background illumination is highly
nonuniform. All these make extraction of the obstacle a
difficult task. Further, the previously discussed postprocessing techniques will be applied.

(a)
(a)

(b)
Figure 4. The image of the D415 camera with default settings: (a) RGB
image; (b) depth image without post-processing
(b)

In the next step, the EMA edge-preserving filter was
applied on the measured depth image.

(a)
(c)
Figure 3. Development of the fuzzy system: (a) input membership
functions; (b) output membership functions; (c) fuzzy inference system

Fig. 4. shows the images captured with the D415 camera.
Fig. 4 (a) shows an obstacle of an undefined shape hanging
on the wall, because the aim of the experiment is to explore
the capabilities of the camera. It is important to note that the
resolution of the RGB and depth cameras was set to the very
maximum, i.e. to 1280x720 pixels and the so-called default
mode of recording was used, which offers the best visual
experience according to the manufacturer’s specification,
but this capturing mode does not use any post-processing
(Fig. 4. (b)). It can be observed that the object of interest is
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(b)
Figure 5. The image of camera D415 after post-processing: (a) effects of
the edge-preserving filter; (b) effects of the fuzzy contrast enhancement
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It should be noted that this filter is built-in in the
RealSense software and it was applied through the camera
wrapper. The filter parameters were set in the wrapper in
order to obtain the best result. The tests showed that the best
results were obtained for the values of   0.4 and

 thresh  4 .

Fig. 5. (a) shows the result of the edge-

preserving filtering with the EMA filter. The edges,
contours of the shape are well preserved and highlighted in
the depth image. Still, the background is very non-uniform.
Next, the fuzzy enhancement was applied in order to
eliminate the illumination variations around the obstacle
(Fig. 5. (b)). Fig. 6 (a) shows the result of the thresholding
of the fuzzy enhanced image. This was necessary in order to
apply the final morphological operations. Finally, using
morphological connected component analysis and
morphological filtering, the desired obstacle has been
extracted from the depth image. The final result is shown in
Fig. 6 (b).

(a)

(b)
Figure 7. The image of the D415 camera with default settings: (a) RGB
image; (b) depth image without post-processing

(a)

(b)
Figure 6. (a) Result of the binarization; (b) extracted obstacle after
morphological filtering

Finally, the information about the extracted obstacle is
forwarded to the robot’s operating system in order to
process the coordinates of the obstacle to avoid it during the
painting process.
The next example presents a real situation where the wall
should be separated from the window. The measurements
were performed at the distance of 1m from the wall, again.
The camera settings were the same as in the previous
example. The image was captured at daylight under good
lighting conditions. Strong sunrays are present on the right
side. There is also a glare from the window glass because of
the sunlight. In the upper left corner of the image is a
shadow caused by the roof of the building. The experiment
was performed outside on the first floor of the building on
the terrace.

Fig. 7 (a) shows the original RGB image, while Fig. 7 (b)
shows the original depth image without post-processing. In
this example, the recorded original depth image is of very
good quality. The border between the wall and window is
clearly discernible due of the 8cm depth difference.

(a)

(b)
Figure 8. The image of camera D415 after post-processing: (a) effects of
the edge-preserving filter; (b) effects of the fuzzy contrast enhancement

In the previous example, the depth difference between the
obstacle and wall was 5cm. Since the depth difference is
higher in the example from Fig. 7 (a), the resulted
89
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measurements yielded in more clearly detected depth border
in Fig. 7 (b).

(a)

Volume 20, Number 3, 2020
defined kinematic chain, the camera frame is attached via a
static transform publisher node. The transformations
between different frames, e.g. between the reference
coordinate and camera frames, are maintained with the tf
ROS package, which enables the user to keep track of
multiple coordinate frames over time. Once the camera
stream is recorded, it is automatically transformed to the
reference coordinate frame with the help of the
aforementioned package. The accuracy of reference
coordinate tracking depends on the controllers that keep the
robot mechanism in closed loop. In this application, 0.005 m
accuracy is satisfied by the controllers for the desired
position tracking, and 0.01 rad accuracy is maintained for
the desired orientation tracking.
Fig. 10 shows a screenshot from the Robotic Operating
System visualization tool (Rviz) during the algorithm
testing. The Rviz plugin is a part of the Robotic Operating
System. This is a ROS graphical interface that allows to
users to visualize a lot of information.
VIII. CONCLUSION

(b)
Figure 9. (a) Result of the binarization; (b) extracted obstacle after
morphological filtering

Fig. 8 (a) presents the result of EMA edge-preserving
filtering. As it can be seen, the filter sharpened and aligned
the edges in the image. Fig. (b) displays the result of fuzzy
contrast enhancement. Since the original depth image is of
excellent quality, the fuzzy enhancement made a little
improvement in the edge filtered image.
Finally, Fig. 9 (a) shows the results of binarization of the
fuzzy enhanced image and Fig. 9 (b) displays the extracted
wall are that should be painted. Again, the information about
the extracted wall is forwarded to the robot’s operating
system in order to process the coordinates of the wall [4248].
The ROS environment and corresponding software
packages [49-54] were executed on a desktop computer
characterized by an 8th Generation Intel® Core™ i7
processor (model No. i7-8700K), 32GB DDR4 RAM
memory, GeForce GTX 1050 graphics card and 250 GB
SSD drive. The image processing software finished all the
pre- and processing steps in quite fast fashion involving
couple of seconds wait time on the aforementioned
hardware setup.
In the ROS environment, the robot kinematics and
dynamics are implemented in a Unified Robot Description
Format (URDF) file [55 – 61]. This file contains the joints
locations, link parameters, limits and frames that describe
the whole kinematic chain of the robot. At the end of
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In the present paper, the working principle and the
properties of Intel’s RealSense depth cameras are briefly
described. Appropriate experiments were conducted with the
D415 camera and the evaluation of the experiments was
performed. The aim of the experiments was to show the
joint effectiveness of the EMA edge-preserving filter and
the fuzzy contrast enhancement procedure for robotic
applications. It was shown that the improvement of the
depth image is significant relative to the depth images
without post-processing, and thus the obstacles can easily be
detected and extracted from the depth image recorded by the
depth camera.
FUTURE WORK
In future, the depth camera will be embedded in the robot
and the depth images will be captured during robot
movements. The proposed obstacle detection procedure is
planned be applied and tested in these dynamic conditions.
Special emphasis will be placed on developing automated
procedures for selecting particular obstacles from complex
depth images in order to tune the robot for obstacle
avoidance.
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Figure 10. Screenshot from Robotic Operating System visualization tool (Rviz)
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